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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:   BRUCE FLEISHER & LARRY NELSON    
Saturday, April 25, 2015 
 
 

BRUCE FLEISHER:  I thought it was a very difficult day.  The wind really played havoc.  The 

golf course the way they had it for us was very, very short and it was almost -- almost played 

against us because we're going with the short irons, and with all this wind it's hard to control 

the spin.  But Larry and I kind of dodged each other and got through it. 

 

Q.  I know you mentioned the wind.  How much of a factor was it club selection wise? 

 

BRUCE FLEISHER:  Well, where we played it wasn't a big factor.  The factor was trying to 

keep the ball down and having to play with Bobby and -- both Bobs from the other tees, we 

couldn't get a good read off their shots.  It played havoc for both of us. 

 

Q.  Any extra incentive being second last year to win tomorrow?  I think you're four in 

front right now.  

 

BRUCE FLEISHER:  I wish we were about seven.  Yeah, Colbert and Thorpe played great 

last year and we got out of the box very slow.  Hopefully, that won't happen again. 

 

Q.  Larry, maybe just talk about the day.  I know Bruce alluded to the wind and 

everything out there.  Maybe just how things went out there. 

 

LARRY NELSON:  It was really tough today.  They had the tees up so far this year that 

sometimes we didn't know what to hit off the tee.  I hadn't played out here any practice 

rounds or anything so it was difficult.  The wind was tough.  I think putting was as difficult as 

trying to pick a club. 

 

Q.  Has the course dried out any from yesterday or is it still pretty wet? 

 

LARRY NELSON:  No, I plugged the ball on the 17th hole and 18.  It was just as wet on 18 

as it was when we started. 

 

Q.  I asked Bruce this, any extra incentive after finishing second a year ago? 

 

LARRY NELSON:  I think we played really well last year except for like nine holes.  I felt like 

we should have won last year, so this would be kind of vindication really of kind of the 

feelings we had last year.  So we're not getting too far ahead of ourself, we're just going to 

look forward to playing tomorrow. 
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